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Introduction

촉촉하고 부드러운 피부
샤워손이 만들어 드립니다

The company manufactures cotton glove. In January 1978, it was established under
the name of “Uil Industry” and have expert products to U.S.A and middle Asia for
the last 20 years. From 1999 to September 2001, the company has developed
shower products and acquired a patent(No.0435181) in May, 2004. The company
changed its name to “TMIJ” in July 2006 and launched Tuti shower towel, Tuti facial
towel, Tuti shower glove, Tuti sponge. Now we supply them to large retail store and
try to enter U.S.A market. These days, people tend to shower more frequently than
scrub their bodies. Therefore, the company product make your shower easily and
quickly. In addition, company acquired overseas standard certiﬁcation which was
sponsored by Chungcheong nam-do in 2007 and expects to acquire ISO 14001.

Company Proﬁle
2007
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Nov. 1978

ISO14001-certiﬁed
Changed the company name to “Three J”
Acquired an invention paten (No. 0435181) of shower products
Selected as Expert support Company
M o v e t o C h u n g d o n g - r i , Ye o n s a n - m y e o n , N o n s a n - s i ,
Chungcheongnam-do
Move to Yongjun-dong, dong-gu, Daejeon
Establish “Uil Inderstry” in Wonnae-dong, Yusun-gu, Daejeon

Shower Son

TUTI thread has newly developed for the use of bath
towel. (Patent No.0435181) As the structure of the
thread is triangle shaped, it removes dirt in pores
more effectively than the texture with round shaped
structure. As these threads are weaved trigonally, when
you scrub your skin with it, it is a lot easier to remove
dirt and horny tissues.

how to use shower glove
Once you wet glove, put your cleaner on the glove and
make frothy bubbles. Gently massage your skin with it
and the glove removes sebum and dirt in your skin. it
dissolves dirt in even wrinkled skin by gently massaging
your skin. When you shampoo your hair, wet the glove
and put some shampoo on it and make frothy bubbles.
After gently massage your hair and scalp, wash your
hair with warm water.

It is easy to take a shower with shower glove. You can
save time. (It takes of 5 minutes to wash your whole
body) As you don’t need to scrub, your skin isn’t to
irritated. (Still, it removes dirt in your pore) Even
children or senior whose skins are sensitive can use. If
you use the shower glove continuously, your skin gets
shiny and clear. shower glove is semi-permanent. As
shower glove is glove-shaped, it is easy to use.

Gloves

Products
-Groves

Brid for shower, Patented invention (Patent no. 0435181)
ISO-certiﬁed

Minute triangle nylon yarn is made to go through the primary (thermal treatment)
and the secondary (clamp) process to become micro-wave yarn (TUTI yarn) which
has consecutive bents. Through this process, towel and gloves for shower are made.
shower Hand is made of triangle nylon yarn with soft touch. While going through the
primary and the secondary process, it becomes tri-twisted so it makes bubbles well
and it is prominently effective for removing the wastes in the skin pores.

1. Shower Hand is the structure of triangle yarn so it is very effective for removing
wastes in the pores and horny substance without damaging the skin.
2. Shower Hand for body makes the skin soft and elastic through its massaging effect.
3. The yarn which is newly developed for Shower Hand is that triangle waveform
rubs the skin idealistically so it is greatly effective for removing wastes and horny
substance.

Shower Hand, which is the shape of a glove, is convenient to use children, the aged,
and those who have the sensitive skin can use it without anxiety. Especially in case it
is continuously used for the skin diseases like atopy, the skin become soft and shiny. It
is semi-permanent.

Face

Products
-Face

Brid for shower, Patented invention (Patent no. 0435181)
ISO-certiﬁed

Minute triangle nylon yarn is made to go through the primary (thermal treatment)
and the secondary (clamp) process to become micro-wave yarn (TUTI yarn) which
has consecutive bents. Through this process, towel and gloves for shower are made.
shower Hand is made of triangle nylon yarn with soft touch. While going through the
primary and the secondary process, it becomes tri-twisted so it makes bubbles well
and it is prominently effective for removing the wastes in the skin pores.

1. Shower Hand is the structure of triangle yarn so it is very effective for removing
wastes and sebum in the pores, and pimples and horny substances without damaging
the skin.
2. It makes the skin soft and elastic through its cleansing and massaging effect when
it is used before and after make-up.
3. The yarn which is newly developed for face washing is that triangle waveform
rubs the skin idealistically so it is greatly effective for removing wastes and horny
substances.

Get small quantity of cleansing foam on the shower Hand for Face and
massage the powdered face without using cleansing cream, and you
will be able to remove out wastes and feel pleasant. Children, the aged,
and those who have the sensitive skin can use it without anxiety. In
case it is continuously used, the skin becomes soft and shiny. It is semipermanent. It is in the shape of a glove so it is convenient to use.

Body Towe

Products
-Face

Brid for shower, Patented invention (Patent no. 0435181)
ISO-certiﬁed

Minute triangle nylon yarn is made to go through the primary (thermal treatment)
and the secondary (clamp) process to become micro-wave yarn (TUTI yarn) which
has consecutive bents. Through this process, towel and gloves for shower are made.
shower Hand is made of triangle nylon yarn with soft touch. While going through the
primary and the secondary process, it becomes tri-twisted so it makes bubbles well
and it is prominently effective for removing the wastes in the skin pores.

1. Body Towel is the structure of triangle yarn so it is very effective for removing
wastes in the pores and horny substances without damaging the skin.
2. It makes the skin soft and clean through its massaging effect on the parts that you
can’t reach even by use of a long towel, and helps your fast bathing. (5 minutes are
enough.)
3. Triangle waveform rubs the skin idealistically so Body Towel is greatly effective for
removing wastes and horny substances.

Shower Hand Body Towel in the shape of a towel is convenient to use so
those who want to take a fast and easy bath or who have the sensitive
skin can use it without anxiety. Incase those who have the weak use it
continuously, the skin becomes soft and shiny. It is semi-permanent

